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FC Barcelona have the chance to lift the UEFA Super Cup for the third time as they prepare to take on fellow Spanish
side Sevilla FC at the Stade Louis II on Friday evening but, despite his side being favourites in the eyes of many
people, coach Frank Rijkaard was in characteristically restrained mood ahead of the meeting in Monaco.

'Wait and see'
Barça lifted this trophy in 1992 and 1997 – the latter the final event before the competition moved to the principality
- and have fallen at the last on three further occasions. Rijkaard's side have already lifted one trophy this week having
claimed the Spanish Super Cup on Sunday, but there is no danger of familiarity with Sevilla breeding contempt for
Rijkaard. "It's obviously difficult to come up against another Spanish team because they know us so well," he said.
"It will be a very interesting game. I can see in the players' attitude that they're confident and we're fully prepared but
we respect Sevilla a lot as they've proved themselves to be a top team. We must wait and see."

One victory apiece
While Barcelona lifted the UEFA Champions League in Paris, Sevilla overwhelmed Middlesbrough FC 4-0 in the
UEFA Cup final to claim their first European silverware and, for Rijkaard, provide proof of their credentials. "Sevilla
played very well last season, but this is another year and we'll have to see if they've improved," he said, before pointing
out that, with each side having won their home match in the Primera División in 2005/06, a close contest could be on
the cards. "They gave us a lot of trouble last season; we're aware of what we will need to do to win and know that it
won't be easy. I have a lot of respect for Sevilla although we have to look at ourselves and not worry about them."

Upper hand
Friday's match will be the first time two Spanish teams have contested the final, although two Italian clubs twice met
in UEFA Super Cup in the early 1990s. Barça have the better record against Sevilla having won 63 of the team's 124
meetings in the Spanish league compared to Sevilla's 34. They also triumphed 4-2 over two legs in the teams' only
previous encounter in UEFA club competition, in the 1995/96 UEFA Cup third round. With that in mind, it was of little
surprise to see Sevilla coach Juande Ramos assume the role of underdog, saying: "Barcelona are the champions of
Europe and that makes them the favourites, but we have won the UEFA Cup and that makes us confident and gives
us hope that we can win this match."
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'Best in Europe'
The Sevilla coach is likely to be without centre-back Aitor Ocio due to a knee injury, while midfielder Duda has still
not recovered from a torn muscle in his left leg. While acknowledging the tough task ahead, Ramos nevertheless
retains considerable confidence in his players. "Sevilla are a small club compared to Barcelona and we find ourselves
as the underdogs against the best team in Europe," he said. "Yet that doesn't make us any less determined to win;
Sevilla tried for many years to win a European trophy and now we want to seize another one. We will have chances
during the match and we will have to make the most of them when they arise." The stage is set for a fascinating Iberian
encounter.
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The trophy
In line with the increased prestige of the competition, the new UEFA Super Cup trophy - which will be lifted for the
first time by one of the triumphant captains in this season's Monaco showcase - is bigger and better than ever.

Tiny trophy
The old UEFA Super Cup trophy - which was raised in celebration by footballing giants like Alessandro Nesta, Fernando
Hierro and Paolo Maldini - was the smallest and lightest of all the European club trophies, weighing just 5kg and
measuring a modest 42.5cm in height. With the UEFA Champions League trophy weighing in at 8kg and the UEFA
Cup at 15kg, the UEFA Super Cup was never quite as super as it sounded.

Heavyweight prize
That has all changed now, and with the new model trophy now standing at 58cm, the UEFA Super Cup now tips the
scales at a strapping 12.2kg - a fair reflection of the importance of the final as the finale to the annual UEFA European
Football Awards. And while the trophy may have put on weight, there will be no shortage of players eager to raise it
after the final whistle in Monaco.

Design continuity
The new trophy retains the basic design of its predecessor, which was designed and crafted at the Bertoni workshop
in Milan. The classic bowl is held aloft on a base that is subtly twisted like a skein of wool while the two arms allow
the winners enough room to take a firm grip as they do their lap of honour. The champion is entitled to have a replica
made, provided that it doesn't exceed four-fifths of the dimensions of the original - which means that either FC Barcelona
or Sevilla FC can craft a replica that is much bigger than the ones possessed by previous winners.

Odd tradition
Regardless of which of the two sides triumphs at the Stade Louis II, a strange UEFA Super Cup tradition is set to
continue. Ever since the match was moved to Monaco in 1998, a Spanish side has played in the tournament in every
even-numbered year, while no Spanish sides have ever played for the trophy in odd-numbered years.

Spanish treble
In 1998 and 2000, that looked like a bad omen as Real Madrid CF lost the game on both occasions, but fortune
seemed to turn in Spain's direction in 2002 as Los Merengues won the trophy at the third attempt. With Valencia CF
having continued that winning tradition in 2004, the Primera División is destined for an even-numbered UEFA Super
Cup hat-trick regardless of whether Carles Puyol or Javi Navarro ends up being the winning captain.
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History
Just as the idea for the European Champion Clubs' Cup came to fruition after French newspaper L'Equipe's assertion
that Stade de Reims Champagne could be the best club side in Europe, the idea for a UEFA Super Cup came from
a Dutch source just when Dutch clubs, and more particularly AFC Ajax, ruled supreme in Europe. The competition
was the brainchild of Anton Witkamp, then a reporter and later sports editor of Dutch newspaper De Telegraaf.

Celebrating Cruyff
Witkamp came up with the idea of "something new" to decide definitively the top club side in Europe, and to test
further Ajax's ability. Witkamp once described how he conceived the idea: "The reason was to celebrate Ajax and
Cruyff. The idea was conceived at the era of total football. Our era. Four consecutive European Cups between
Feyenoord and Ajax.

'Pursuit'
"More than money and glory, they were pursuing the right to be called the best," he adds. "But which was the strongest
team in Europe, or which team ought to have been the strongest? The team that won the European Cup? In principle,
yes, this team ought to have been the strongest. Football is often a hymn to relativity and, for this reason, can be an
imprecise art. So why not pit the holders of the European Champion Clubs' Cup against the winners of the Cup
Winners' Cup? Why not throw down a challenge to Ajax? The Scots of Rangers FC had won the Cup Winners' Cup
in 1972. I put forward my plan to the Ajax boss Van Praag, who found it an excellent idea. Consequently, the way
was clear, with the patronage of my newspaper."

Plans in practice
In 1972, Witkamp proposed the idea of a match between Ajax, then Champions' Cup holders, and Rangers, then Cup
Winners' Cup holders. He presented his idea to the late Jaap van Praag, then the president of Ajax. Van Praag loved
the idea, and the two men sought to put it into practice. Witkamp and Van Praag travelled to Zurich to meet with the
then UEFA President, the late Artemio Franchi, to seek official endorsement for the new competition. None was
forthcoming, largely because Rangers were at the time under a one-year suspension from UEFA due to the
misbehaviour of their supporters.

Unofficial status
However, the match went ahead, albeit in an unofficial capacity, as the Scottish club, who were having centennial
celebrations that year, willingly obliged. Witkamp decided on a two-legged format to maximise the revenue for both
clubs. The games, which were financially supported by De Telegraaf, the best-selling paper in the Netherlands, took
place on 16 and 24 June in Glasgow and Amsterdam respectively. Goals from Johnny Rep, Cruyff and Arie Haan
gave Ajax a 3-1 victory in Glasgow, while Alex McDonald scored Rangers' goal and was on the mark in the second
leg along with Quentin Young, but they were again outgunned with Haan, Gerd Mühren and Cruyff scoring in a 3-2
win. The first UEFA-sanctioned Super Cup matches took place in 1974, with the very fact that the 1973 final did not
take place until January 1974 illustrating a problem which was henceforth to trouble the competition.

Endorsement
The first Super Cup proper took place in the Giuseppe Meazza stadium in Milan, where Ajax lost 1-0 to Milan AC.
Ajax, even without the then departed Cruyff, made no mistake in the return leg in Amsterdam and won 6-0. Though,
Witkamp's raison d’être of celebrating Ajax had been emphatically achieved, the competition still struggled to take
off. Indeed, there was no 1974 contest with FC Bayern München and 1. FC Madgeburg unable to find a mutually
convenient date. Liverpool FC could not make space to meet FC Dinamo Tbilisi in 1981 and could only find one date
to play Juventus FC in 1984.

One-off encounters
This was one of the three times the UEFA Super Cup was played as a single match since the current format began
in 1998. The other two single matches came in 1991, when the political situation compelled Manchester United FC
and FK Crvena Zvezda to meet only at Old Trafford, and 1986, when CSA Steaua Bucuresti and FC Dinamo Kiev
played the first Super Cup at the Stade Louis II in Monaco. The competition retained something of an "exhibition
match" standing until the 1982/83 season when UEFA gave it something akin to its current status. Now, with the
match played to signal the start of the season, Witkamp's idea is finally coming to complete fruition.
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Stade Louis II
The Stade Louis II is set just in from the Mediterranean coast, in the suburb of Fontvieille overlooking the cliffs of the
Cote d'Azur. Although its capacity is just under 20,000, its spectacular setting and stunning design make it one of the
most impressive stadiums in France.

The Stade Louis II is named after the grandfather of Monaco's Prince Rainier, who opened the stadium in 1985. It is
home to AS Monaco FC, and no stranger to big European nights, notably in 1998 and 2004 when the local side
reached the semi-finals of the UEFA Champions League. The Stade Louis II also staged the 1986 UEFA Cup Winners'
Cup final, won by FC Dinamo Kiev (now FC Dynamo Kyiv), and since 1998 has been home to the UEFA Super Cup,
which it will continue to stage until 2008 at least. The Stade Louis II also regularly holds international athletics events
and has a running track around the outside of the pitch.

Built near the site of the old Monaco stadium, the Stade Louis II was the brainchild of Prince Rainier III, who brought
in top architects from Paris to design this well-equipped multi-storey sports complex. Much of the venue's facilities
are underground, including its car park, swimming pools and gymnasia, and all of it was built on land reclaimed from
the Mediterranean over nearly half a decade in the early 1980s. The best seats are in the upper tier of the north stand,
or Tribune d'Honneur, although the lower tier, Tribune Reservée, is almost as well positioned, and generally favoured
by local families. In the south stand, the middle tiers of the Tribune Premiere are also popular. Away fans tend to be
allocated the Cap d'Ail end, where you will find the main bar, L'Equipe.
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Referee

UEFADoBNat.Name
2019.09.1962ITAStefano Farina

Stefano Farina followed in the footsteps of compatriots Sergio Gonella, Luigi Agnolin and Piero Ceccarini when he
was appointed to control one of European football's flagship matches - the 2006 UEFA Super Cup.

Farina, an insurance agent, was born on 19 September 1962 and is based in Rome. He has been refereeing since
1979, made his top-flight debut in 1994 and earned his FIFA badge in 2001. He took charge of his first UEFA Champions
League qualifying fixture that same summer and, by September 2003, was clearly considered as one of Europe's
finest. His continued élite status was underlined early in the 2006/07 campaign, when he took charge of the UEFA
Champions League third qualifying round first-leg match between FK Austria Wien and SL Benfica, a 1-1 draw in
Vienna, before being given the honour of refereeing the UEFA Super Cup meeting between FC Barcelona and Sevilla
FC in Monaco, the fourth Italian to be so appointed.

A tennis instructor who lists ancient Roman history among his hobbies, Farina notably had a trip to the other side of
the globe in summer 2004 to oversee two FIFA World Cup qualifiers; Tahiti against Fiji and New Zealand versus
Vanuatu. In 2005/06, he continued to be a regular in the UEFA Champions League, including Arsenal FC's 1-0 first
knockout round win at Real Madrid CF. Farina is also regarded as a key figure at home and officiated the famous
Rome derby in 1998 - arguably the fiercest fixture in the Italian game - and the Coppa Italia semi-final between FC
Internazionale Milano and AC Milan in March 2000.

Other matches
VenueResMatchStageComp.Date
Albacete0-0Spain-PortugalIRU1818.04.2001
Lisbon6-0Portugal-CyprusQRWC06.06.2001
Sofia0-0PFC Levski Sofia-SK BrannQR2UCL25.07.2001
Leeds3-0Leeds United AFC-CS MarítimoR1UCUP27.09.2001
Teplice4-0FK Teplice-1. FC KaiserslauternR3UIC27.07.2002
Belgrade4-0FK Partizan-HammarbyQR2UCL07.08.2002
London2-2Fulham FC-HNK Hajduk SplitR1UCUP03.10.2002
Vigo3-0RC Celta de Vigo-Viking FKR2UCUP31.10.2002
Tirana0-0Albania-Republic of IrelandQREURO02.04.2003
Moscow1-2PFC CSKA Moskva-FK VardarQR2UCL30.07.2003
Monaco4-0AS Monaco FC-AEK Athens FCGS1UCL30.09.2003
Bucharest1-1FC Steaua Bucuresti-Liverpool FCR2UCUP06.11.2003

0-3Germany-FranceR1FRIE.15.11.2003
Istanbul2-2Galatasaray SK-Villarreal CFR3UCUP26.02.2004
Brussels3-0RSC Anderlecht-SL BenficaQR3UCL24.08.2004
Chorzow1-2Poland-EnglandQRWC08.09.2004
Monaco2-0AS Monaco FC-RC Deportivo La CoruñaGSUCL28.09.2004
Bratislava4-1Slovakia-LatviaQRWC09.10.2004
Lyon4-2Olympique Lyonnais-Fenerbahçe SKGSUCL03.11.2004
London5-1Arsenal FC-Rosenborg BKGSUCL07.12.2004

2-2Germany-ArgentinaR1FRIE.09.02.2005
Middlesbrough2-3Middlesbrough FC-Sporting Clube de Portugal1/8UCUP10.03.2005
Valencia1-0Spain-LithuaniaQRWC04.06.2005
Berne3-0FC Thun-Malmö FFQR3UCL23.08.2005
Budapest0-1Hungary-SwedenQRWC07.09.2005
Athens1-3Olympiacos CFP-Rosenborg BKGSUCL13.09.2005
Amsterdam0-0Netherlands-F.Y.R. MacedoniaQRWC12.10.2005
Madrid0-1Real Madrid CF-Arsenal FC1/8UCL21.02.2006
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VenueResMatchStageComp.Date
Liverpool2-1England-UruguayR1FRIE.01.03.2006
Basle2-0FC Basel 1893-RC Strasbourg1/8UCUP09.03.2006
St Petersburg1-1FC Zenit St. Petersburg-Sevilla FCQFUCUP06.04.2006
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